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ABSTRACT 
Let A and B be n-by-n Hermitian matrices over the complex field. A result of 
Au-Yeung [l] and Stewart [8] states that if 
x*(A + 2-3)~ =+ 0
for all nonzero n-vectors r, then there is a linear combination of A and B which is 
positive definite. In this article we present an algorithm which finds such a linear 
combination in a finite number of steps. We also discuss the implementation of the 
algorithm in case A and B are real symmetric sparse matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A result in Stewart [8] states: 
THEOREM 1.1. Zf A, B are n-by-n complex Hermitian matrices and 
(1.2) x*(A + iB)x * 0 for all complex n-vectors x * 0, 
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then there exists a real number t such that the matrix 
B(t)=Asint+Bcost 
is positive deft&e. 
Matrix pairs satisfying (1.2) will be referred to as definite pairs. 
Theorem 1.1 has an application in the solution of the generalized eigen- 
value problem 
0.3) Ax = hBx. 
In case B is positive definite, (1.3) can be reduced to the ordinary eigenvalue 
problem 
04 cy=xy where B = R*R and C= R-*AR-l. 
This method takes full advantage of the Hermitian structure of A and B. 
Furthermore, variants of this method have been devised to take advantage of 
any band structure in A and B [2]. 
On the other hand, if neither B nor A is definite, the usual solution 
methods ignore the Hermitian as well as any sparsity structure of A and B. 
See for example the Q-Z algorithm [6] or the L-Z algorithm [S]. 
Stewart [8], using Theorem 1.1, shows that if A and B form a definite pair, 
then there is a complete set of eigenvectors solving (1.3) and the eigenvalues 
are real. This latter result suggests that an algorithm can be devised to solve 
(1.3) which takes advantage of the fact that A and B are Hermitian and at the 
same time retain any sparse structure common to A and B. 
In this paper we consider an algorithm which, given a pair of Hermitian 
matrices (A, B) (1) finds a real number t such that B(t) is positive definite, or 
(2) verifies that (A, B) is not a definite pair. Using this algorithm, we find 
B( t ) then solve 
(1.5) A(t>r = pB(t), where A(t)=Acost - Bsint. 
If ~1 = tan $J is an eigenvalue in (1.5), then h = tan(+ + t) is an eigenvalue in 
(1.3). Clearly any sparse structure common to A and B is shared by A(t) and 
B(t). 
The earlier work relating to this problem is discussed in Stewart [8]. In 
addition to the work cited there, the results of Au-Yeung [l] deal with the case 
of Hermitian matrices over the complex and quatemion fields. An extensive 
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discussion of the geometric representation of the problem also appears in [7], 
as well as several useful test examples. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
DEFINITION. If (A, B) is a definite pair, define the function f(x) from 
the space of complex n-vectors to the complex plane by 
(24 
x*(A + iB)x 
f(x)= Ix*(A+iB)x( ’ 
The dependence of f(x) on the matrix pair (A, B) is not explicit in the 
notation f(x), but it will be clear from the context which matrices are 
intended. 
DEFINITION. If a, b are complex numbers and 1 a I= ) b I= 1, define 
(2.2) 
and 
(2.3) t9[u, b] = coss’(Re[a*b]). 
The angle #[a, b] is the angle subtended by arc[u, b] at the origin. 
Results in [l] and [8] show that when (A, B) is definite, the range of fis a 
closed arc on the unit circle of length less than 7~. Thus we can find ci and 6 
such that the range of fis arc[d, 61, and 0[~?, 6]< 77. 
Figure 1 shows ci, 6, arc[d, 61, and its midpoint F for a matrix pair (A, B) 
where A is indefinite and B is negative definite. On the other hand, arc[ a’, b’] 
shown in the same figure corresponds to a matrix pair (A’, B’) where B’ is 
positive definite, since arc[u’, b’] lies in the upper half plane. Moreover, 
arc[u’, b’] is arc[d, 61 rotated through the angle t. The following lemma 
shows, as indicated in the figure, that 2 can be determined from the midpoint 
of arc[d, 61. This result is mentioned in [l] and [3], but we present a proof 
here because it leads naturally to those of Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 and Theorem 
2.7. 
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FIG. 1. 
LEMMA 2.4. Zf 
(i:+6 - - 
E=a=sint+ic.ost 3 
then B(t) i.s positiue definite. 
Proof. 
that 
If B(t) is not positive definite, choose a complex n-vector x such 
x*B(t)x < 0. 
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Since (A, B) is definite, x can be scaled so that 
Then 
]x*(A + iB)r] = 1. 
O>x*B(~)r=(x*Ax)sin~+(x*Bx)cos~ 
= Re[(x*Ax + ~x*Bx)*c] 
= Re[ f( x)*E] 
= co@[f(x),C]). 
Thus 0 [f(x), C] > 71/Z; and since f(x) is in arc[ a”,61 and c” is the midpoint of 
arc[d, 61, 
contradicting the assumption that [Cz, 6]< 7~. Therefore, B(t) is positive 
definite, completing the proof of Lemma 2.4. W 
It is clear from Figure 1 that a range of values of t about i can be used to 
produce a positive definite B(t). Similarly a range of values of c about 6 can 
be used. The following result shows that the values of c which produce 
positive definite B( t ) are those within 71/2 radians along the circle from every 
element of arc[a, b]. 
LEMMA 2.5. lf c = sint + ices t and B(t) is not positive definite, then 
there exists a complex n-vector x such that 
e[f(x),c] > 77/z. 
Proof. If B(t) is not positive definite, then there exists an x such that 
Thus 
x*q t )x 6 08 
O>x*B(t)x=(r*Ax)sint+(x*Bx)cost 
=Re[f(x)*c]Ix*(A+iB)xI 
= c0s(e[fb), cl), 
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e[f(x>,cl2 77/z. n 
Rather than attempt to approximate E and t directly, our approach is to 
approximate d and 6. The following result shows how close those approxima- 
tions must be for B(t) to be positive definite. 
LEMMA 2.6. Zf a, b are in arc[d, 61 and 
a+b 
c=-=sint+icost, 
Ia + bl 
and 
then B(t) is positive definite. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume b is in arc[c, 61 and thus a is in 
arc[c, 61. If x is a complex n-vector and f(x) is in arc[c, 61, then 
~ 6 bl ~ + e[a, 61 - e[a, bl 
2 
~ e[cZ,h]-e[a,b] + e[n,h] 
2 2 
< ,-e[n,G] + e[nJ] T -=- 
2 2 2’ 
Thus 
x*B(t)x = cos(8[c, f(X)]> > 0 
A similar argument shows that if f(x) is in arc[ c, a] then x*B(t )n: > 0. 
Thus B(t) is positive definite, completing the proof of Lemma 2.6. n 
The following result is the basis for our algorithm. It shows that by 
replacing a or b with the f(x) in Lemma 2.5, we obtain an improved estimate 
of arc[ d, 61. 
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THEOREM 2.7. Let a, b, and d be in arc[d, 61, but d not in arc[a, b]. Let 
c be the midpoint of arc[a, b], i.e., 
lf O[ d, c] > T/Z and we define (a’, b’) as follows: 
(a,d) if disinarc[b,&], 
(d,b) if disinarc[a,6], 
then 
Proof. If d is in arc[b, &] then 
B[a’,b’] =O[a,d] =f3[a,c]+e[c,d] 
e[a> bl =-+e[c,d] 
2 






A similar argument proves the results in case d is in arc[a, 61, which 
completes the proof of theorem 2.7. W 
In Figure 2 we show an example where d is in arc[b, 61 and d replaces b 
as the new endpoint of arc[a’, 6’1. It is clear from the figure that the new arc 
is larger than the old, and furthermore B( t’) is positive definite, since 
arc[a’, b’] rotated through an angle t’ will be entirely in the upper half plane. 
In the general case the theorem shows that the difference between the new 
arc and 7~ is half that of the old arc. If this process can be repeated, we will 
generate a sequence of arcs which will increase in length towards 7~. Using 
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b’ =d 
FIG. 2. 
Lemma 2.6, we show in Theorem 3.2 that eventually we will generate an arc 
close enough to arc[ ci:,6] and a positive definite B( t ) will be found. 
3. THE ALGORITHM 
Using the results of the previous section, we describe the following 
algorithm which exits at “success” when a positive definite B(t) has been 
found or at “failure” when (A, B) is not a definite pair. 
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(3.1) 1. Find a, b in arc[d, 61 with a * b. 
2. Repeat steps 3 to 5 until “success” or “failure.” 
3. Let c = (a + b)/ja + bl = sin t + ices t. 
4. If B(t) is positive definite then exit with “success.” 
5. Else do steps 5.1 to 5.4. 
5.1. Find an n-vector x such that x*B(t)x < 0 and let d = f(x). 
5.2. If d is in arc[ - a, b] and d * - a then let b = d. 
5.3. Else if d is in arc[u, - b] and d * - b then let a = d. 
5.4. Else exit at “failure.” 
The algorithm (3.1) uses the same general approach as that described in 
[7]. The implementation suggested here, however, requires considerably less 
computation. 
THEOREM 3.2. Zf (A, B) is a definite pair and for some k > 1 
then the algorithm (3.1) will exit at “success” on or before the k th execution 
of step 4. 
Proof * An exit at “failure” can only occur if d is in arc[ - a, - b]. In this 
case the range of f(x) which contains a, b, and d cannot be contained in a 
semicircle, since any such semicircle would have to contain either a and - a 
or b and - b. Thus if (A, B) is a definite pair, the algorithm cannot exit with 
“failure.” 
Let ui, bi, and di be the values of a, b, and d at the ith execution of step 4 
for i = 2 , . . . , k. Let a, and b, be the starting values. Then 
and either ai=di and bi=bi_l or u,=a,_i and bi=di, for i=2,...,k. 
Thus from Theorem 2.7 
m - O[u,, bi] < 
“-B[~i_l>bi_1] 
2 
for i = 2,...,k. 
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6 
57 - e[a,, b l 
gk-1 
Thus at the kth execution B(t) will be positive definite by Lemma 2.5, and 
the algorithm will exit with “success,” completing the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
n 
The behavior of the algorithm in case (A, B) is indefinite depends on the 
implementation. In particular for an arbitrary choice of x in step 5.1, there is 
no guarantee of convergence. Furthermore, after k iterations of (3.1) without 
exit, we can say that if (A, B) is definite, 
0[Lz, 6]> 77 - 2-k. 
On the other hand, if (A, B) is not definite, we have gained no information. 
For the particular implementation described in [4] we have not found an 
example of an indefinite pair for which the algorithm fails to converge, nor 
have we proved that there is no such example. 
4. IMPLEMENTATION 
The implementation of the algorithm described in (3.1) is straightforward 
except for the tests in steps 4, 5.2, and 5.3. The position of d with respect to a 
and b on the unit circle can be determined by expressing d as a linear 
combination of a and b and using the signs of the coefficients. This approach 
yields a numerically stable computation. 
The choice of a good test for a positive definite B(t) in step 4 depends on 
the application. In case the algorithm is to be used in the solution of the 
generalized eigenvalue problem (1.3) where A and B are real and symmetric, 
the Cholesky decomposition will be required for the final solution. Thus an 
algorithm to compute this decomposition should be used to test for a positive 
definite B( t.) 
The Cholesky algorithm has been shown in [9] to be a numerically stable 
algorithm. Specifically, if the algorithm is applied to a real symmetric matrix 
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using finite-precision arithmetic and the algorithm fails, then for all practical 
purposes the matrix is not positive definite. Furthermore, the following 
argument taken from [9] shows that from a failed Cholesky decomposition an 
n-vector x can be computed such that 
x*B( t )x < 0. 
the portion of the (p + 1)st column in the upper triangle; and let R, be the 
p-by-p principal submatrix of R. 
With these definitions we can describe the usual algorithm for the 
Cholesky decomposition: 
(4.1) 1. If b,, < 0 then exit with “failure.” 
2. Else let R, = b,,. 
3. Repeat steps 3.1 to 3.4 for i = 1,. . . , n - 1. 
3.1. Let qi = Rirb,. 
3.2. Let s = bi+l,i+l - )]qi]12. 
3.3. If s < 0 then exit with “failure.” 




[ 1 0 6 
4. Exit with “success.” 
If (4.1) exits with “failure” at step 6 for some value of i, then we define 
(4.2) 
where y is an i-vector satisfying 
(4.3) 
and z is the (n - i)-vector 
RiY=qi> 
(4.4) 2=(-l 0 0 ..a 0)‘. 
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Then 
(4.5) x*B(t)x = bi+l,i+l - 1)qij(2 = s < 0. 
Using this implementation for large matrices, the bulk of the work in the 
algorithm (3.1) is in the Cholesky decomposition of step 4 and the solution of 
the triangular system in (4.3) above. Any efficiency to be gained from sparsity 
of the matrices will be gained in these same steps. The authors have 
implemented (3.1) for symmetric band matrices using the subroutines SPBFA 
and SGBSL from LINPACK [4]-the first routine for the Cholesky factorization, 
and the second for the solution (4.3). When it fails, the routine SPBFA leaves 
behind the necessary data to construct the vector x. 
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